
To Whom It May Concern

I am excited to recommend John for the Masters In Computer Science programme at your esteemed
university. He has been my student for the past 3 semesters, and has sat in my Analysis of Algorithms,
Data Structures, Computer Graphics, and Computer Networks classes. He is a good student,
hardworking, great academic aptitude, and highly motivated.

Sincere, intelligent, and responsible, John has maintained his excellent academic record, graduating as
one of few students who excelled in his undergraduate program. As a student he always submitted
assignments on time and with good scores. John is driven by his clarity of basic concepts, allowing him to
grasp new topics and fields easily.

Data structures & Sorting and Searching are essential tools consisting of programming language
foundations. He has handled them impeccably. John has always come up with novel ways of applying
concepts. Which he demonstrated during projects and inter-school competitions.

He has been an active student in the technical circuit of the institution, being among the team that built
software for earthquake detection, using the relevant programming languages. He also participated in the
annual inter-college Code Fest where he came first position.

John showed determination by excelling in written and oral examinations, despite falling ill before the
third semester exams. His resilient spirit was made evident by his ability to attend and clear the exams. I
remember how he pushed through writing the exam with a smile on his face. This level of commitment is
what I believe will help him exceed all expectations given by your university for incoming students.

My student is an independent thinker who strives to learn new things, while displaying huge promise
through his penchant to delve beyond the scope of the curriculum. He has kept himself updated with
current development in Computer Science, while examining similar technical literature. The events he has
spear-headed has received immense appreciation from peers and professors alike.

A student who believes in hard work and maximum utilization of his skills will strive to fulfill
responsibilities. His continual zeal for learning and self-growth along with superior time management
skills will definitely take him far in future. I strongly recommend him for admission into the masters
program.

Sincerely,

Mr/Ms
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